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Introduction

Sinhala is a phonetic language. Letter to sound 
conversion for Sinhala usually has simple one to one 
mapping between orthography and phonemic 
transcription for most Sinhala letters.

Sinhala

Litrary Spoken

Formal Colloquial



Sound System

• Sinhalese has 14 vowels sounds, seven of them are 
short and the other seven are long. Two of these vowels 
are unique to the language. They are represented as “æ”
and “æ:” and not found in Indo-Aryan or Dravidian. 

• There are 26 consonants of which four are prenasalized
stops. The prenasalized sounds indicated as
– G Sanyaka gayanna
– D Sanyaka dayanna
– Ð Sanyaka ðayanna
– B Amba bayanna



Sinhala Localization Inititives

• Encoding of Sinhala characters
• Development of Sinhala fonts
• Standardisation of a Sinhala keyboard and
• Standards-based applications and utilities (such as 

spelling checkers).



Sinhala Unicode encoding Issues

Deficiencies in the Unicode encoding
• It was observed that the Unicode encoding suffered from 

a number of shortcomings. These are:
• lack of encodings for conjunct letters such as 
• lack of encodings for the yansaya, rakaransaya and 

rephaya,
• lack of guidance on the use of multiple vowel modifiers
• lack of guidance on the encoding of non-standard letters, 

such as �� �� and ��.



Impact of loan words

The impact of English loan words on the structure of 
modern Sinhala is more on Spoken Sinhala (SS) than on 
Literary Sinhala (LS)
In the field of phonetics of SS the number of allophones 
was increased by the addition of the open back vowel [] 
as in <orange>, <toffee>, <office> and the addition of the 
long central vowel /:/ as in <shirt>, <nurse>, <skirt>. 

• <nurse> 
• <purse> 
• <sir> 



Pronunciation exceptions in Sinhala

• Pronunciations of some words differ based on the 
context and their parts of speech.

Eg:        - /karə/ or /kara/.
- /vanə/, /vənə
-/kalə/, /kələ/

• Some words are written differently from pronunciations.
Eg:



Conclusion

• Though the sinhala script is phonetic there are 
exceptions that should be handled differently

• There’s few documentations available in Sinhala speech 
domain

• Less research in Sinhala speech sysnthesis
• Pronunciation disambiguaties
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